
Five friends are talking about each one's favorite extreme sport. Figure out which extreme sport they practice and who

inspired them to join these sports.

Shoes: black, pink, purple, red, white

Name: Courtney, Juliette, Linda, Mila, Zoe

Sport: climbing, motocross, parachuting, sur�ng,

wakeboarding

Inspiration: brother, cousin, father, husband, uncle

Age: 22 years, 24 years, 26 years, 28 years, 30 years

Juice: apple, grapefruit, lemon, orange, strawberry

Mila is exactly to the right of the woman wearing

Purple shoes.

At the �rst position is the woman inspired by her Uncle.

The oldest woman is exactly to the left of the one who

practice Climbing.

The friend that likes Parachuting is somewhere to the

right of the friend wearing White shoes.

Courtney is at the second position.

The woman drinking Grapefruit juice is exactly to the

right of the woman drinking Orange juice.

The friend inspired by her Husband is somewhere to

the left of the friend drinking Orange juice.

The 24 years woman is next to the woman drinking

Grapefruit juice.

The woman inspired by her Cousin is exactly to the left

of the woman drinking Strawberry juice.

Mila is next to the friend that is engaged in Motocross.

The friend wearing White shoes is somewhere between

the friend wearing Black shoes and Zoe, in that order.

The youngest woman is wearing Black shoes.

The woman wearing Pink shoes is exactly to the right

of the woman whose the father introduced her to an

extreme sport.

The 22 and 28-year-old friends are side by side.

In the middle is the woman inspired by her Father.

At one of the ends is the woman drinking Lemon juice.

The woman who likes Wakeboarding is next to the 24-

year-old woman.

At the �fth position is the 26-year-old friend.

Juliette is exactly to the right of the 28-year-old

woman.

The 30-year-old woman was inspired by her Cousin.

The woman wearing Purple shoes is somewhere to the

left of the woman inspired by her Brother.

Mila is exactly to the left of the friend drinking

Strawberry juice.
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Five friends are talking about each one's favorite extreme sport. Figure out which extreme sport they practice and who

inspired them to join these sports.

Shoes: black, pink, purple, red, white

Name: Courtney, Juliette, Linda, Mila, Zoe

Sport: climbing, motocross, parachuting, sur�ng,

wakeboarding

Inspiration: brother, cousin, father, husband, uncle

Age: 22 years, 24 years, 26 years, 28 years, 30 years

Juice: apple, grapefruit, lemon, orange, strawberry

Mila is exactly to the right of the woman wearing

Purple shoes.

At the �rst position is the woman inspired by her Uncle.

The oldest woman is exactly to the left of the one who

practice Climbing.

The friend that likes Parachuting is somewhere to the

right of the friend wearing White shoes.

Courtney is at the second position.

The woman drinking Grapefruit juice is exactly to the

right of the woman drinking Orange juice.

The friend inspired by her Husband is somewhere to

the left of the friend drinking Orange juice.

The 24 years woman is next to the woman drinking

Grapefruit juice.

The woman inspired by her Cousin is exactly to the left

of the woman drinking Strawberry juice.

Mila is next to the friend that is engaged in Motocross.

The friend wearing White shoes is somewhere between

the friend wearing Black shoes and Zoe, in that order.

The youngest woman is wearing Black shoes.

The woman wearing Pink shoes is exactly to the right

of the woman whose the father introduced her to an

extreme sport.

The 22 and 28-year-old friends are side by side.

In the middle is the woman inspired by her Father.

At one of the ends is the woman drinking Lemon juice.

The woman who likes Wakeboarding is next to the 24-

year-old woman.

At the �fth position is the 26-year-old friend.

Juliette is exactly to the right of the 28-year-old

woman.

The 30-year-old woman was inspired by her Cousin.

The woman wearing Purple shoes is somewhere to the

left of the woman inspired by her Brother.

Mila is exactly to the left of the friend drinking

Strawberry juice.
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Woman #1 Woman #2 Woman #3 Woman #4 Woman #5

Shoes black whi�� purp�� pink ��d

Name Linda Court��y J����t�� M��a Zoe

Sport sur��ng wa��boarding motocross parachuting climbing

Inspiration unc�� husband fat��r cousin brot��r

Age 22 years 28 years 24 years 30 years 26 years

Juice ��mon app�� orange grape��uit strawberry
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